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In this discussion I will be presenting two artworks on the topic of the female
identity and what it means to me. I plan to discuss the exploitation of women and
how they are sexualised within the media. Further within the second piece of
artwork I will be discussing female body standards and how social media is a hive
for discrimination and body shaming. Both of the artists I have chosen works from
are Ambassadors in their own right for women and taking control back over their
bodies. The female identity is the theme I have chosen, and the way women have been
used and seen as objects for many years within the media and within everyday life. Recently
women on social media platforms, especially those who put themselves out there in the
hopes of gaining a following to earn a living (Instagram, Facebook and etc.) have been
slammed with these unbelievably hard to reach beauty standards. While trying to do their
job they are pushed with slander about how their faces and body’s look. With social media
becoming so popular, especially within 13-17 year olds, 94% of teenage girls have said they
have received some sort of ridicule or body shaming on the way they look. I have chosen
this theme because it means something to me and I strive to explore the feminism bursting
within these art works and display my belief that the female body is not a toy and the female
voice should be heard, celebrating beauty within each other’s imperfection.Cinta Tort Cartoro
is the first artist I’ve chosen and is the owner of the first piece of artwork to analyse. Cinta
Tort Cartoro is a body painter, who uses these vibrant wonderful colours to display stretch
marks and quite literally paint them in a positive light. She has a goal to spread the message
that women’s marks are important for it shows growth. She aims to strip the stigma
surrounding body image, and things that say stretch marks and cellulite and other things of
such are not seen as a canon thing when referencing women’s body’s. Cinta has many ways
of presenting her art but they all come back to the female body and identity, in this piece in
the image below.

Cinta Tort Cartoro has chosen to use these rainbow colours to show variety and vibrance in
the imperfections that every woman faces in their lifetime. I believe she chooses these
rainbow colours as a celebration. she also has an amazing piece of work surrounding the
menstrual cycle and periods. She uses the same vibrant colours in a means to distract from
the nature of periods which for some can be uncomfortable to talk about or displeasing.By
using these colours I believe that Cinta Is attempting to distract and make her audience
rethink what they believe to be so grotesque and disgusting about the female menstrual

cycle. In more recent news the rainbow has been used to represent moments and
movements of social change this could possibly be the motive for her using the rainbow in
almost all of her body painting pieces as a subliminal message towards the charging for
sanitary products for women, the negative stain left on how young women and girls view
their bodies. Betty Tompkins is an artist who creates these pieces of art called “Women’s
words”. The paintings and text works based on submissions from people around
the world of misogynistic, manipulative, nasty, mean and belittling phrases used
to describe women. The use of beautiful elegant artworks/photography under
these vile words is controversial and that appeals to me. I like artwork that
makes a scene and calls someone or something out in this case the nature of
peoples words surrounding women and their bodies. Each of these paintings
are different and all of them hold a separate meaning/conversation but one in
particular I have chosen to analyse is the image below.
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Betty Tompkins uses such vulgar submissions because she is
“seeking to confront the history of misogyny” in the art world and the
ongoing objectification of women. The use of images of women being
controlled or judged by men in bars or a woman being wrapped in
the arms of a man, in itself is showing the control that misogyny and
exploitation has had on women in the media over the years. A few of
these “women’s words” pieces have been younger women who look
like actresses or models and there is always a sense of judgement or
subtle manipulation within the photography when on first glance it
looked innocent but if you look again after reading about the
patronising behaviour of the words in these art pieces you will finally
see the true message that Betty Tompkins is trying to convey. These
younger women often times were naïve and would do anything to get
their dream job as an actress or a model and shrewd, perverted men
fed off of this and often times these young women became victims of
sexual assault.I believe Betty Tompkins has found a perfect way to
display a visual with evidence but also provide real life experiences
and conversations/quotes from women and people on their ideas of
women. Betty Tompkins has been an interesting character to
research, I have learnt a lot from her and her work and I’m glad I
have chosen her.
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In conclusion I have learnt a lot from both of these strong feminist
female artists, but I have learnt to understand that the female form is
not something anyone else should have control over. The female
body is under constant ridicule online but the strong independent
and sometimes radical women like Cinta and Betty are allowing
women to reclaim their beautiful body’s from the stigmas of society
and disgusting words of which anyone else has to say.media. These
artworks have had a real impact on my mind set over the past few
weeks of research and I will not have a different outlook surrounding
my body and the way I view myself and the way I allow others to view
my body.

https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/news.artnet.com/art-world/betty-tompkins-metoo1406275/amp-page
https://www.fitrated.com/resources/body-shamed/
https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/news.artnet.com/art-world/betty-tompkins-metoo1406275/amp-page
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